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Here are the symptoms of bitterness. Do you see these symptoms in any of 

your children? 

 

1. Keeping lists. You are discussing a problem with one child and realize 

that he’s not really focused on the matter at hand, but rather brings up 

past occasions as well. He may use phrases like “again and again …” or 

“keeps on …” 

2. Exaggeration. Her preoccupation with his offence has encompassed her 

entire view of his character. She may use phrases like “he always …” or 

“he never …” “constantly …” “all the time …” 

3. Easily provoked. He seems to take offense at the slightest misstep. 

Even being in the same room as his sibling is a source of annoyance. 

4. Assumes the worst. He smiles and she assumes he’s laughing at her. 

He bumps into her and she assumes he did it on purpose. 

5. Unreasonable bias. When the object of his irritation is in a dispute 

with another sibling, he takes sides with her opponent, teaming up 

against her.  

 

If the items above remind you of one or more of your children and you see 

it happening repeatedly directed at the same sibling, you’ll want to take 

him aside privately and talk with him about it. 

 

On the next page are some good questions you can ask. Asking all of these 

questions would probably encourage someone to feel irritation or bitterness 

towards a sibling even if it didn’t initially exist. Choose a few questions or 

modify as necessary, based on your observations to help you get more 

information. 

 

Sibling Opposition Solution (S.O.S.) 

Lesson 18 Activity 

Sewing the Seeds of Bitterness 
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1. You seem to get frustrated with [sibling] easily. Why do you think that 

is? 

2. You still seem upset about [past event(s)]. Why do you think that is? 

3. Is there anything outstanding (i.e. not worked out) between you and [sibling]? 

4. What do you think would happen if you needed to talk to [sibling] about a 

problem in the future? 

5. How would you feel if you had to apologize to [sibling] about something in 

the future? 

6. If you were in a dispute with another sibling, what do you think [sibling] 

would do? 

7. Do you enjoy spending time with [sibling]? (If not, ask him to elaborate or tell 

why.) 

8. Is there anything [sibling] does that particularly bothers you? 

9. How do you feel when [sibling] wants to do something with you? 

10. How do you feel when [sibling] points out something you did wrong? 

11. Is there anything that you feel like [sibling] does a lot that bothers you? 

12. What’s one thing you wish [sibling] would do differently? 

13. What’s one thing you wish [sibling] knew or understood about you? 

14. Is there anything you wish you could tell [sibling] about your relationship? 

15. Is there anything you’d like to tell me (or anything I don’t know) about your 

relationship with [sibling]? 

16. How can I help you in your relationship with [sibling]? 


